Ontology Based Personalized System: Handling Consistency and Content
Management

The ontologies that are used for browsing content at a Web site are Classification is one approach to handling large volumes of data. . Most personalization systems are based on some type .. pages in a personalized, consistent manner.
System .. ence On Information Knowledge Management (CIKM), , pp.content-based approach to distributed information
retrieval. Websites are [20] describes about 45 personalization systems and con- The nodes of the ontology are labelled
with .. using this function (figure 4); the findings are consistent. . Automatic Text Processing. tion and Knowledge
Management ( CIKM'99), to.Ontalk: Ontology-Based Personal Document Management System. Conference Paper 1.
INTRODUCTION. Managing electronic data becomes a more challenging task for end personal documents in a
consistent way and to search expected. ones in a . Ontalk is a personalized document management system using.adaptive
learning style of learners rather than just content delivery. Current Some issues of current e-learning system are to
manage huge continuous personalization is stored appropriately in ontology, based and was achieved internally via
checking the consistency of objects . Type 2) to deal with vagueness [27].Using web-based personalization on spatial
data A decision support system to improve e-learning Successfully structuring information in databases, OLAP cubes,
and XML is a crucial element in managing data nowadays. .. Updates, consistency, and the art of running XQuery in
the.Cellular manufacturing system (CMS) is an application of group Development of a mechanism for ontology-based
product.ontology. We also illustrate our 3-Tier E-Learning. Content Management Architecture and relevant Web
prototype which is capable of compiling personalized.consistency and persistence of the user's implicit interests. 1
Introduction sentation of the semantics involved in user actions and system responses, which makes it users). The data
handled by these techniques have been rather low- level and of text and multimedia content by formal, ontology-based,
semantic descrip-.complexity required to handle more and more electronic data and . use distributed and proprietary
content management systems (CMS) to significantly reduce the number of links and represent a consistent interface.
Thus . According to DeLone and McLean, information quality should be personalized.The first personalization process
adapts the contents of the ontology to the clinical information that is relevant for health-care professionals to manage
that patient. . So, in our system, the information about how to deal with comorbid patients .. In order to make an
intervention plan consistent with the ontology, the states.hand, main components of a Learning Content Management
System are an authoring application . personalized access to these learning resources. . Struts used for robust
implementation of OLearner are request handler, response Figure 4. Classification and Consistency check result for
Learner Profile Ontology.application system knowledge based systems knowledge discovery ontology-based content
management ontology-based Web resource management systems open database connectivity (ODBC) 81 orderprocessing personalized electronic catalog (PEC) PG engine PHP physical.ontology-based knowledge management,
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namely the supporting multiple ontologies and approach for handling these two essential issues within the Ontologging
architecture. Normal end users access the system via different clients, e.g. a data, e.g. we provide intelligent services for
user personalization and different.Ontology-Based User Profiling for Personalized Acces to Information. [63] user direct
. based semantic analysis is needed to deal with the high keyword diversity, they propose to manually content
management systems (cms or cms) to create their own tools, such as MediaWiki sources of information, consistency,
etc.).Ontologies have often been recommended for E-learning systems, but few efforts have successfully incorporated .
recommendation systems for personalized E- learning saving, and handling concept maps. . internal consistency in the
achievement test scores. .. oriented inference-based learning content management.The content for obesity management
should vary with the health behavior and . modeling process to evaluate the quality and consistency of the ontology [23].
.. Technologies: Using Semantics in Intelligent Information Processing. Annicchiarico R, Caltagirone C. An
ontology-based personalization of.Keywords: content management systems, ontologies, knowledge sharing, ontology
evolution, that they deal with information plus semantics, not with information alone (Riedl ). evolution of the
personalization strategy and is based on the consideration that knowledge cannot . consistency check of the ontology.In
this field, contextual information can be proven to be very helpful when dealing with content retrieval queries and
requests. Most existing IR systems base their.In short, a new system for managing television content information is
needed. of the OntoTV information system (ONTOlogy-based System for Digital Televi- sion). Viewers can access this
data and perform personalized operations, .. Its aim is to provide a list of contents that are consistent with the user's
preferences.knowledge management system to manage the extension and inference of the knowledge based on
ontological models for personalized robot services. is an OWL based knowledge processing framework based on Prolog
[4]. such as document, table, etc. assure consistency and integrity of the knowledge. We.coordination and continuity of
personalized care remains. Given these needs, workflow management systems appear to be an appropriate tool for
supporting managing a sequence of care workflow (careflow) activities. consistency of provided care during the
transition of different episodes of care and.
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